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Abstract 

We developed a transformed, symmetrical, mushroom-like surface without via holes in cells focused on a 2.4-GHz 
WLAN band. Each slot in the novel type structure plays a key role in modeling at the desired frequencies. The de-
signed artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) has several advantages, including a small size, a wider bandwidth, a short 
reflecting distance to the antenna, and easy fabrication because there are no via holes. Overall dimensions of the AMC 
cell are 21 mm (Width)×21 mm (Height)×2.6 mm (Thickness), and the bandwidth is about three times wider (11.7%) 
compared to that of a conventional AMC (4.0%). For evaluating the performance of the proposed structure, a reflector, 
which periodically consists of the designed AMC cells, was developed. The antenna with the investigated AMC re-
flector not only works within a quarter of the wavelength because of the extremely high wave impedance generated 
by the AMC cells on the surface of the structure but also reduces the specific absorption rate (SAR). Electromagnetic 
field (EMF) exposure to a human phantom was analyzed by applying the designed reflector to the 2.4-GHz dipole 
antenna in a tablet PC. The calculated peak SAR averaged over 1 g was 0.125 W/kg when the input power was 1 
W and the antenna was located at 20 cm from the human phantom. However, the SAR value was only 0.002 W/kg 
(i.e., 98.4% blocked) when the designed reflector was inserted in front of the antenna.

Key Words: Artificial Magnetic Conductor, Electromagnetic Band Gap, High Impedance Surface, Metamaterial, 
Reflector, Specific Absorption Rate.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

The electromagnetic band gap (EBG) properties of 

passive metallodielectric periodic structures have recen-

tly been investigated, metallic arrays printed on a dielec-

tric substrate or connected to the ground plane through 

via holes have been presented as artificial magnetic  

conductors (AMCs) [1]. New types of ground planes 

utilizing an AMC structure, which has a high impedance 

surface (HIS), have led to significant advancements in 

many applications. AMCs have an unusual boundary con-

dition and consequently can be used as a new type of 

ground plane. The design of new ground planes is an 

active area of research for replacing perfect electric con-

ductors for antennas or microwave applications due to 

their  back radiation shield and  gain enhancement [2-  

5]. 

One of the general performances of the AMC struc-

ture is that the reflection phase decreases from +180° to 
—180° with the resonant frequency at the center; there-

fore, the resonant frequency should be determined at 0°. 

In addition, AMCs usually reduce the antenna’s profile 

to about λ/10 without affecting its performance. Syn-

thetically, these surfaces have two special characteristics 

that behave as perfect magnetic conductors and control 

electromagnetic wave propagation over the frequency 

band [4, 5].

In this paper, we present the design and analysis of 

a reflector, which consists of periodically arrayed AMC 

structures, and compare this reflector to conventional 

models. The aimed frequency band is 2.4 GHz. Other 

investigators have used various methods to verify pro-

posed AMC structures [6, 7]. However, direct analysis 

of the characteristics of AMC structures is difficult be-
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cause AMC structures are one of the methods to em-

body the metamaterial characteristic. Therefore, AMC 

structures are generally being applied as absorbers [8], 

filters [9], reflectors [10], spacers [11], or secondary de-

vices for improving the performance of antennas [12], 

and their characteristics of transmission or reflection are 

being  analyzed by simulation or measurement. 

A dipole antenna with the periodically arrayed AMC 

reflector can work perfectly at a tenth of the wavelength 

without affecting its performance; whereas, a perfect 

electric conductor (PEC) reflector does not show any 

performance at the same distance due to reverse image 

currents that reduce radiation efficiency (because of be-

ing out-of-phase) [12-16]. The AMC reflector has two 

important characteristics: behavior as a perfect magnetic 

conductor (the parallel image currents are in-phase) and 

the ability to control electromagnetic wave propagation 

at the resonant frequency. Therefore, the structure can 

obtain efficient radiation close to the antennas and eli- 

minate multipath interference [2]. 

The surface of the periodically arrayed AMC cells 

printed on a grounded dielectric slab has extremely high 

impedance. This high-impedance surface is easily fab-

ricated by using the printed circuit board technique. 

Sievenpiper [3] proposed a simple laminating structure 

using a metallic via hole. Normally, the mushroom-like 

surface structures have via holes, making the design and 

fabrication complicated.  

The simplest design is a two-layered structure without 

the metallic via hole. However, an HIS without via 

holes provides a narrow bandwidth of about 4% or 5% 

because HIS without via holes represent only a small 

perturbation of the flat metal surface. When the metallic 

patch and the conducted ground plane are connected by 

the metallic via hole, the equivalent circuit is composed 

of inductance and capacitance. The high impedance is 

then generated on the surface of the metallic patch. The 

capacitance originates from the fringing electric fields 

between adjacent patches, but the inductance is deter-

mined by the thickness of the substrate. Therefore, we 

can control the high impedance surface by the thickness, 

relative permittivity, and size of the patch. Hence, a 

metallic via hole in the conventional AMC structure co-

nnects the designed patch to the ground plane, and so-

metimes a via hole can be removed. 

In this paper, we present a novel AMC structure that 

has a mushroom-like surface without a via hole. We 

used a simulation to analyze the designed AMC struc-

ture. In order to verify our proposed AMC structure, the 

dipole antenna above the designed AMC structure (as a 

reflector) was analyzed by measurement. We also ap-

plied the reflector to a mobile phone for reducing the 

SAR value. In Section Ⅱ, the designed AMC structure 

and the characteristics are presented. The proposed AMC 

is compared to conventional structures, and simulation 

experiments are used to identify the optimized parame-

ters. In Section Ⅲ, we present the measurement experi-

ments to verify performance, and this is followed by our 

conclusions in Section Ⅳ.

Ⅱ. Design and Characteristics of AMCs

The structures shown in Fig. 1 have high impedance 

and operate at a frequency of 2.4 GHz. The proposed 

AMC structure was compared to a conventional mush-

room-like EBG and a uniplanar compact EBG (UC- 

EBG) structures presented in [3] and [5], respectively; 

their geometries are shown in Fig. 1(a)-(c).

(a) Proposed AMC cell structure

(b) Mushroom-like EBG structure

(c) UC-EBG structure

Fig. 1. Geometries of the AMC surfaces.
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Table 1. Dimensions of the patches

Section Value (mm) Section Value (mm)

W 21 H 21

p 2 r 10

a 13.4 g 0.5

Wm 23 Hm 23

gm 0.5 v 0.5

Wu 21 Hu 21

gu 0.5 pu 0.6

The unit cells were printed on a 2.6-mm thick FR4-

PCB (relative permittivity=4.6, loss tangent=0.02). The 

cell dimensions of the three different patches are pre-

sented in Table 1. 

The bandwidth of AMC structures is normally de-

cided by the range of the reflection phase changes from 

+90° to —90°. Fig. 1(a) shows the proposed EBG struc-

ture with a bandwidth of 11.7% (2.28-2.56 GHz at 2.4 

GHz). Fig. 1(b) shows a conventional EBG structure, 

which has a bandwidth of 11.5% (2.27-2.55 GHz at 

2.42 GHz). Fig. 1(c) shows the UC-EBG, which has a 

bandwidth of 4.0% (2.4-2.5 GHz at 2.45 GHz). The de-

signed AMC has a bandwidth that is about three times 

wider than the conventional UC-EBG. 

For our proposed structure to have a wider band-

width, the substrate’s thickness is controlled or slots on 

the metallic patch are symmetrically added. Capacitance 

is generated by the slots; therefore, we designed the 

slots on the patch for controlling the capacitance and 

reactance. Finally, we controlled the resonant frequency 

and the bandwidth. The calculated bandwidths of each 

AMC structure are shown in Table 2. 

Using a simulation tool with the FDTD method, we 

designed all of the structures to contain the in-phase re-

flection on their surfaces for their normal incident 

planes at 2.4 GHz [17]. For obtaining the desired reso-

nant frequency, the calculated AMC cell size should be 

about 0.16 λ×0.16 λ or 20 mm×20 mm. The gap be-

tween the cells is 0.008 λ in both the x and y di-

rections. The complete array is 2.352 λ×2.352 λ, and 

uses 14×14 arrayed cells. In comparison, the mush-

room-like EBG cell, which is 0.176 λ×0.176 λ in size, 

requires a via hole (diameter=0.004 λ).

Table 2. Calculated bandwidth by patch type

Patch types Bandwidth (Frequency)

Proposed AMC 11.7% (2.28-2.56 GHz at 2.4 GHz)

Mushroom 11.5% (2.27-2.55 GHz at 2.42 GHz)

UC-EBG 4.0% (2.4-2.5 GHz at 2.45 GHz)
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Fig. 2. Simulation results of phase characteristics of the 
reflecting coefficient (real terms).

  

  

The reflection phase determines the frequency range. 

Fig. 2 shows the simulated reflection phases of the de-

signed AMC, the mushroom-like surface employing the 

via hole, and the UC-EBG. For a frequency of 2.4 GHz, 

all the surfaces have an in-phase reflection. When the 

patches are connected to other patches, i.e., the AMC 

surface becomes a planar type, the 0° reflection phases 

move to higher frequency bands. Otherwise, the fre-

quency band will have a small and short period. 

In the case of the via hole, there is a negligible differ-

ence between the presence and absence of the via hole 

in the proposed models because of extremely high wave 

impedance, as shown in Fig. 2. Although the perfor- 

mances with and without the via hole are almost the 

same, the fabrication of a surface without the via hole 

is easier and cheaper. Therefore, the proposed AMC st-

ructure has several advantages: broad bandwidth, short 

reflecting distance, small size, simple structure, low 

price, and easy fabrication. In addition, each slot in the 

structure plays a key role in tuning the desired frequ-

encies. Resonant frequencies from 2 GHz to 3 GHz can 

be controlled by the length or width of the slots.

Ⅲ. Measurement and Analysis

A basic dipole antenna (smaller than a quarter of the 

wavelength) close to a conventional metallic reflector 

has very poo  r performance. The image currents appear 

out-of-phase rather than in-phase so that the radiation in 

the antenna is cancelled by the currents. However, per-

formance is greatly improved when the AMC surface is 

used as the reflector. In order to verify this, we simu-

lated and measured the reflection coefficients of dipole 

antennas placed above PEC and AMC reflectors. We 

calculated the length of the dipole antenna to be about 

62.5 mm at 2.4 GHz. A vector network analyzer (HP-
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Fig. 3. Part of the fabricated reflector using the designed 
AMC cell.

  

  

8510c) was used for the measurement of the reflection 

coefficient in the laboratory. 

We determined the numerical formulas for our cal-

culations as follows. The reflection coefficient can be 

calculated if a normally incident plane wave that scatters 

from a semi-infinite dielectric-magnetic slab of a certain 

depth in free-space is considered. When the permittivity 

and permeability are ε and μ, the corresponding impe-

dance and wave number are  and  , 

respectively. In free-space the parameters are 

, and  , respectively. The relative 

permittivity and permeability are then derived by the ex-

pressions   and , respectively. The re-

flection and transmission coefficient values were derived 

previously [16]. Usually, the reflection (S11) and trans-

mission (S21) values are given by: 
 

  

,
(1)

  

  

.
(2)

 

Metamaterials have been shown to exhibit very lar-
ge wave impedances so the corresponding impedance 
will approach infinity. The reflection and transmission 
coefficient values from (1) and (2) therefore become

 

 
, (3)

  

 
. (4)

 

We used a slab with a large impedance for the AMC 
reflector, which has a broad bandwidth and in-phase 
reflection. Although the permeability is not extremely 
large and the permittivity is near zero, the impedance 
can be made to be extremely large, making the ref-

Fig. 4. The measured reflection coefficient results.

  

  

lected index  small and giving the pro-

posed AMC these characteristics. 

The measured reflection coefficient results of the an-

tenna based on the reflector are shown in Fig. 4. Mea_ 

antenna denotes reflection without a reflector in free 

space. When the antenna and the PEC reflector are pla-

ced close together (PEC_close), there is no reflection. If 

the wavelength of the driving source in free-space is λ0, 

the resonant distance is λ0/10. At that time, the antenna 

is about 12.5 mm away from the PEC reflector. When 

the distance between the antenna and the PEC reflector 

becomes a quarter of the wavelength, the PEC surface 

reflects an inverse radiation wave. In the case of the 

AMC surface, it is not necessary to keep a quarter of 

the wavelength distance. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the 

PEC reflector does not reflect the radiated wave when 

it is near the antenna. However, both the PEC reflector 

separated by a quarter of the wavelength from the anten-

na and the AMC reflector near the antenna performed 

well.

The results shown in Fig. 4 were measured by using 

the network analyzer in the laboratory. The distance be-

tween the reflector and the antenna should be fixed at 

a tenth of the wavelength (12.5 mm), but it is not 

enough to control the gap between the reflector and the 

antenna and to fix the antenna above the reflector in the 

laboratory environment. Therefore, we analyzed the shift 

in the resonant frequency. For further study, we will 

study the method to eliminate the error.

Fig. 5 shows the head of the phantom model and 

SAR distributions.

For analyzing the effect to humans, the reflector was 

applied to the SAR analysis. The reflector could de-

crease the back radiation of the antenna toward the hu-

man phantom, but there was still radiation leakage be-
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Fig. 5. Head of phantom model and SAR distributions.

  

  

Table 3. Comparison of the peak SARs (1g averaged)

Max. SAR of 
mobile phone

at ERP

Max. SAR of 
tablet PC
at 20 cm

Worst case of 
tablet PC
at 20 cm

Without 
reflector 4.976 W/kg 0.125 W/kg 1.6 W/kg

With 
reflector 0.262 W/kg 0.002 W/kg 0.078 W/kg

Note 94.7% blocked 98.4% blocked Power 12.8 W

cause of the reflector size. As shown in Fig. 5, a small 

quantity of back radiation reached the human phantom. 

Therefore, we can expect the SAR values to be ex-

tremely reduced with the reflector compared to without 

the reflector. In this simulation, the reflector size was 84 

mm×126 mm for the tablet PC and 42 mm×84 mm for 

the mobile phone. The interval between the phantom 

and the antenna was about 16 mm. The dipole antenna 

was located in the middle of the mobile device, and the 

mobile device was attached to the ear reference point.

The calculated peak SAR averaged over 1 g was only 

0.002 W/kg when the input power was 1 W and the dis-

tance between the human phantom and the device was 

20 cm. The results show that over 98% of the SAR was 

blocked compared with no AMC reflector. For analyzing 

the worst case, the operating power input was 12.8 W 

and the SAR was 1.6 W/kg without the reflector at 20 

cm distance. However, the SAR was only 0.078 W/kg 

when the reflector was inserted in the device. The calcu-

lated peak SAR was only 0.262 W/kg when the reflector 

was inserted in the mobile phone and installed at the ear 

reference point; almost 95% was blocked by the re-

flector. The peak SAR was found at the center of the 

ear without the reflector and the junction of the earlobe 

and the jaw with the reflector. 

This is an expected result, and the normal PEC re-

flectors have the same effect. However, the normal PEC 

reflector must be placed at a quarter of the wavelength 

from the antenna to be in-phase. In our model, the re-

flector can be moved close to the antenna (a tenth of the 

wavelength) for the same performance. Hence, the pro-

posed reflector can be inserted in mobile devices. The 

analyzed SAR results are shown in Table 3.

Ⅳ. Conclusions

We designed a novel AMC structure to be a reflector. 

From the simulated and measured results of the re-

flection phase, the designed structure performed at 2.4 

GHz with an 11.7% bandwidth. The proposed AMC 

structure has several advantages: broad bandwidth, short 

reflecting distance, small size, simple structure, and in-

expensive and easy fabrication due to the absence of a 

via hole. For the simulated and measured tests of the re-

flection coefficient, both the dipole antenna and the pro-

posed reflector were located close together (about 12 

mm); the antenna operated identically to the PEC re-

flector at a quarter of the wavelength. Therefore, this re-

flector can be used to decrease the size of systems em-

ploying a reflector.

The effect on humans was analyzed by inserting the 

designed reflector into a tablet PC that faced a human 

body. The calculated peak SAR averaged over 1 g was 

0.125 W/kg when the input power was 1 W. For analy- 

zing a worse case scenario, an input power of 12.8 W 

and a maximum reference level of 1.6 W/kg at a dis-

tance of 20 cm from the human phantom resulted in a 

peak SAR of only 0.078 W/kg. In addition, 94.7% of 

the calculated peak SAR was blocked by the reflector 

when it was applied to a mobile phone. The designed 

reflector should, therefore, block electromagnetic waves 

reaching a human body.

This research was supported by Basic Science Re-

search Program through the National Research Foun-

dation of Korea(NRF) funded by the Ministry of 

Education, Science and Technology(2012R1A1A204-

4339).
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